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Preface

I selected 4 works for this portfolio. Because those works seem to be more involved in my current 
themes of production. 

The first work is film series named Tracking Film series (2004-2013). I think the series as my 
artistic point of departure. I developed “numerical score” for the film production in the series. That 
was motivated by my interests in the musical notation of Algorithmic Compositon or in the instuction 
code of computer programing . 

The second work I picked up is the music video named UNSER HAUS FOR THE NEW ERA (2013). 
It was the first work of my using a Camera obscura. The use was motivated by the experience after 
Tohoku earthquake and Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster in Japan in 2011. There were filled with 
uncertain information in the mass or social media for a few months after the disaster, such as 
“People should stay indoors to avoid the bad air” or “Thick curtains should be closed to block 
radioactivity” or “The supply of electricity will become restricted soon” . While I acted on those 
information, I was thinking of the way to save those information or obsessions under such state of 
anxiety. My room was in almost darkness. It reminded me a Camera obscura. So that I made some 
piholes on thick curtains, and had been lived and observed the phenomenon inside. This work is the 
5 minutes’ summary of the observasion record at that time.

The third is the performance work named CINEMA (2014). I used a Camera obscura here again. I 
focused on the regularity of the movement of the sunlight this time. 
The fourth is installation work named Annual Reflex (2015). I did not use a Camera obscura here, 
but still looked at the movement of the sunlight, especially at the cyclic nature of it.

The experience after the disaster moved me to use a camera obscura. And the observasion inside a 
camera obscura led me to the interest in the movement of the sunlight. I picked up the diurnal 
regularity from the properties of the movement at first, and then went to the cyclic nature. Currently I 
try to focus on the permanence of the movement of the sunlight. 
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Title of film: TRACKING FILM SERIES
Basic info: Experimental Film
    SD, HD, color, stereo, 12 min each, 2004 - 2013, Noriyuki Kimura
Preview on Vimeo: https://vimeo.com/96694247

Mapping data of “TRACKING FILM SERIES”

The instruction for the shooting (black ink) and the actual data written by a cameraman (blue ink) 

DESCRIPTION

The artist filmed along the circumference of a circle with a 3-kilometer radius over 24 hours, using 
GPS technology. Shooting is done in the direction of movement at the points where the circumfer-
ence with the radius of 3-kilometers is divided equally into 36. He shoots 36 cuts for 20 seconds 
each, every 40 minutes and uses no editing after the shooting. Also, he drives a screw on the wall 
or ground at the point of 90 degrees each where the circle is described. 16 pieces of 12 minutes’ 
movie had been made in the series.
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RULE OF TRACKING FILM

  ● Shooting must be done for 24 hours from 0:00 to 24:00
  ● Shooting must be done in the direction of movement at the points 
 where the circumference with the radius of 3 kilometers is divided equally into 36.
  ● A cameraman must record 36 cuts for 20 seconds each, every 40 minutes.
  ● A cameraman must drive a screw on the wall or ground 
 at the point of 90 degrees each where the circle is described.
  ● A cameraman must not see any existing maps before the shooting. 
 He can see only time, azimuth, coordinate values beforehand.  

COMMENT
Programming and Execution,,, those are the 
essence to travel “Around The World” for us who 
are already surrounded in the Film. I found “What 
a Wonderful World” in TRACKING FILM SERIES. 
This is a terrifying routine. 
YUKIO FUJIMOTO (Sound Artist)

DVD  軌跡映画1 Cyclops (Tracking Film 1)
Publication Date: August 1, 2006
Edited & Published by Nerd, Over Clouded
(C)(P)2005 Noriyuki Kimura All Rights Reserved. 
http://solchord.jp

PUBLICATION

Still images of “TRACKING FILM SERIES”
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Description

Observation inside a Camera obscura

UNSERHAUS FOR THE NEW ERA  is music video. The video part UNSERHAUS is the 
documentation of incident lights in a camera obscura. The artist set mirrors at the point where the 
sunlight should fall, and set another mirrors at the reflected point, and kept on that. The video 
consists of the sequence of photographs shot by the interval timer setting. The shooting was done 
over three days in the camera obscura.
THE NEW ERA is the music that was automatically-generated through the algorithmic composition by 
Japanese composer Masahiro Miwa. The music has been broadcasted over the internet streaming 
(rtsp://neuezeit.org:554/nz.sdp) since 2001 to 2013.

Comment
For once an experimental video revealing the process of how the cryptic magic is created!!
UNSERHAUS is a maximum of the opaque, cryptic, with no discernible narrative, figures, lights, shadows, a 
sound that penetrates the ear from the distance, frequencies jumping, how did they do that?
- INTERNATIONAL SHORT FILM FESTIVAL OBERHAUSEN

Award / Grant
60th International Short Film Festival Oberhausen / Muvi Award / Second Prize / Germany
YCAM FILM BY MUSIC Competition / Second Prize / Japan

Screening, Exhibition
HORSPISTES TOKYO 2015, Tokyo, Japan, 8th Kurzfilm Festival KÖLN 2014,  visionXsound:[KV-N] 2014, etc.

Title of film: UNSERHAUS FOR THE NEW ERA
Basic info: Music Video
    HD-vertical, color, stereo, 5 min, 2013, Noriyuki Kimura

Music: Masahiro Miwa
Preview on Vimeo: https://vimeo.com/89390520

Still images of “UNSERHAUS FOR THE NEW ERA”
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Movement of the Sunlight

Through observations inside a camera 
obscura, I came to have interests more in 
the movement of the sunlight than in the 
pinhole image though which is known as 
the characteristic phenomenon in the 
device. I was interested in the regularity of 
the sun’ s slow movement, the annual cycle, 
and the permanence of the regular cycles. 

Recognition of the movement

A long-exposure photograph on the top was 
taken in a camera obscura on the research 
of the movement of the sunlight. A pinhole 
to the left of the frame was alternately 
opened and closed every 5 minutes. The 
bright dot went left to right by 5 minutes, 
went up to down by 5 days. 
The bright dot was traced in the second and 
third images. Those are traced by a minute 
and by a day.
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Description

Looking at the regular movement of the sunlight 

A performer in a camera obscura reflects the incident light with mirrors to write letters on a room's 
wall. He moves mirrors to the defined positions and angles every ten minutes. The reflected 
sunlight is projected on the wall, and it slowly traces the form of letters. Movements of a 
performer are decided with numerical values obtained from the computer simulation in advance. 
The performance takes totally 3 hours to finish. 
The research and the production for the performance CINEMA were supported by Filmwerkstatt 
Düsseldorf.

Award / Grant
18th Japan Media Arts Festival, Jury selections / Art Division / Japan
Filmlaboratorium Düsseldorf at Filmwerkstatt Düsseldorf ,Germany

Screening, Exhibition
The National Art Center, Tokyo, Japan
11th Festival Internacional del Cine Pobre de Humberto Solás, Cuba

Title of work: CINEMA
Basic info: Performance work 
    Dates: 1.Jan, 20. Apr, 21.Apr (2014)  Place: Filmwrkstatt Düsseldorf

    Video documentation 
    4K-vertical, color, stereo, 5 min, 2014, Noriyuki Kimura

Preview on Vimeo: https://vimeo.com/104997233

Photo documentation of Performance “CINEMA”
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Researching the movement of the sunlight on site

I blacked out the door windows in the center of the above 
image at first. And then I made 4 pinoles (φ 0.1mm) on the 
black-out screen. Those are facing to South-southeast 
(AZ162˚). There gets sunlight from around 11 to 15 o'clock. 
The small bright dots of the incident light on the floor are 
moving right to left on the above image.

Traced drawing of the sunlight on the floor

The sunlight on the floor had been traced during 5 days, on 30th 
of September, 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th of October. They moved 
from west to east (up to down on the left image) in a slightly 
curving course according to time, also added a little more 
distance from the door windows according to date.
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Simulation

Based on the on-site movement of the sunlight, the mirrors’ angles and positions are calculated on 
3D computer simulation. The above image is a screen capture from the simulation program. The 
sunlight (orange dots on top-right view) enters into the room through pinholes, and is reflected with 
mirrors to the appropriate positions.

A correspondance table

The numerical values on the left image were 
derived from the computer simulation. It shows 
the angles of mirros those have to be reset 
every 10 minutes. The letters of CINEMA is 
broken down to 17 line segments.
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Score on the floor

The movement of the sunlight and corresponding mirrors’ settings are indicated on the floor. A 
performer sets mirrors just as instructed on the score.

Time table

The letters or 17 line segments are projected backwards (right to left) on the wall for ease of opera-
tion. It is because reflected sunlight on the wall goes right to left spontaneously in this case.
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1. Jan. 2014

21. Apr. 2014

20. Apr. 2014

Long-exposure photographs

“CINEMA” was performed three times ever 
on 1st January, 20th April, 21st April in 
2014. The images shown in this page are 
long-exposure photographs of each three 
performance.

Movement of the sunlight is regular and simulatable,
but the weather is not foreseen

The weather have a powerful effect on 
doneness of the writing. On the first 
performance on 1st January, it was clear 
and sometimes the slightly overcast. The 
second on 20th April was totally under the 
cloudiness. On the third on 21st April was 
also cloudy in the first half, but opened up 
in the latter half. 
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Description

Based on the cyclic movement of the sun

“Annual Reflex” is an installation work at Longyear glacier in Svalbard, Norway. There were a mound 
and a stone out of the blanket of snow when I visited there in the early June in 2015. I installed a 
mirror on top of the mound, which will reflect the sunlight to the other top of the stone at the moment 
of Summer solstice every year at Longyearbyen in Svalbard, Norway. The work is installed at 78˚10’ 

22.8” N, 15˚28’ 32.0” E. 

Support
Galleri Svalbard / Artist in Residence / Norway

Title of work: ANNUAL  REFLEX
Basic info: Installation work
    Dates: 21.June 2015  Place: on the glacier near Galleri Svalbard

    Video documentation 
    HD, color, stereo, 6 min 18 sec, 2015, Noriyuki Kimura

Preview on Vimeo: https://vimeo.com/154817437

Map of Longyear glacier in Svalbard, Norway

Close-up Map of a stone and the mound
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The stone and the mound, at Longyear glacier

There is the stone on the center of the photograph. The mound is barely visible to the right of the top 
of the stone. There is about 800 m distance between them. The azimuth from the mound to the stone 
is 5 degrees North. They appear out of snow only in the season of the midnight sun in summer.

Simulation

I simulated the movement of the sun on summer solstice, and then calculated the angle of a mirror 
on the mound toward the top of the stone with respect to the lowest point of the sun in the north sky.
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Simulation and Realization

The reflection which was simulated in advance was confirmed at the shooting. Naturally, it precisely 
should happen as simulated. Because the computer simulation was programed in accordance with 
known laws of physics, and calculated with the actual measured values. But I always feel strange to 
witness the realized scene of the simulation. It makes me feel like the universe is computing. 
The stone, the mound, the melting of snow, summer solstice, the midnight sun and a mirror are a set 
of the automated unit. Those are the component to reproduce a reflection once a year.

Still image from the rendered computer simulation for Annual Reflex
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   NORIYUKI KIMURA
      Born in Gumma Pref. Japan, Nov 29, 1977, Video artist, Photographer, Lives and Works in Düsseldorf, Germany
      Email : kimuranoriyuki@gmail.com, Web : http://www.kimurano.com

   SELECTED SCREENINGS
    2015 "CINEMA" 
     18th JAPAN MEDIA ARTS FEATIVAL, Tokyo, Japan 
      The National Art Center, Tokyo (Roppongi, Tokyo) and other locations

   "UNSER HAUS FOR THE NEW ERA" 
     Oberhausen on Tour 2015, 18 countries and more than 50 cities 
      (Madrid, Istanbul, Paris, Ciudad de Mexico, Tngier, Johannesburg, etc.)

    HORS PISTES JAPON 2015, Asian Selection
     an art and images Festival organized by Centre Pompidou 
       June 12 to July 3, 2015 at French Institute Tokyo, UPLINK and other venues

    2014 "CINEMA" 
     11th Festival Internacional del Cine Pobre de Humberto Solás, Cuba
     FILMLAB Festival 2014, Düsseldorf, Germany 

  "UNSER HAUS FOR THE NEW ERA" 
     8th Kurzfilm Festival KÖLN 2014, Film Forum im Museum Ludwig, Köln, Germany 
     FLINGERN LICHTSPIELE, Open Air-Kino Festival, Düsseldorf, Germany
     visionXsound:[KV-N] 2014, GRAF+ZYX TANK 203.3040.AT, Vienna, Austria
      60th International Short Film Festival Oberhausen (Muvi Award), Germany

    2013 "Road Cut through a Hill"
     PANORAMA"LE FRESNOY", Tokyo, Japan, l'Espace Images de l'Institut français du Japon 
     30. Kasseler DOK FEST, Kassel, Germany

  "UNSER HAUS" 
    FILM BY MUSIC, YCAM 10th Anniversary, Yamaguchi Center for Arts and Media (YCAM), Japan

  "BETWEEN YESTERDAY & TOMORROW" 
     16th JAPAN MEDIA ARTS FEATIVAL, Tokyo, Japan 
    The National Art Center, Tokyo (Roppongi, Tokyo) and other locations

    2012 "BETWEEN YESTERDAY  & TOMORROW" 
    11na.Muestra Joven ICAIC 2012, Havana, Cuba
    Yebisu International Festival for Art & Alternative Visions, Tokyo, Japan　

    2011 "BETWEEN YESTERDAY & TOMORROW" 
    Yamagata International Documentary Film Festival, Yamagata, Japan　

  "Tracking film series" 
    Kabuki-cho Art Site, Shinjuku, Tokyo, Japan　

    2007 "Tracking film series" 
    SOL CHORD SCREENING vol.01, Kyoto, Japan　
    PLATR (AIR in Thai), Phuket, Thailand　

    2004 "V." 
    Ars Electronica Campus Exhibition 2004 , Linz, Austria

   PUBLICATION
    2006 "Tracks 1 Cyclops" SOL CHORD (DVD Label)

   AWARD / GRAND
    2015  "CINEMA" 
       Jury Selections / 18th JAPAN MEDIA ARTS FEATIVAL, Japan
    2015  "Annual Reflex" 
       Artist in Residence at Galleri Svalbard, Longyearbyen, Norway 
    2014  "UNSER HAUS for The New Era" 
       Second Prize / 60th International Short Film Festival Oberhausen (Muvi Award), Germany
    2013-2014: Filmlaboratorium Düsseldorf / Filmwerkstatt Düsseldorf ,Germany
    2013  "BETWEEN YESTERDAY & TOMORROW" (Omunibus film by Shinjiro Maeda) 
       Excellence Award / 16th JAPAN MEDIA ARTS FEATIVAL, Japan
    2013  "UNSER HAUS" 
       Second Prize / YCAM FILM BY MUSIC Competition
    2007: "Tracking film series" 
       Artist in Residence (PLATR) at Phuket in Thailand

   EDUCATION
    2003-2005: MA, media art, Institute of Advanced Media Arts and Sciences (IAMAS), Japan



Contact
E-mail: kimuranoriyuki@gmail.com

Web: kimurano.com
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